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Abstract:
After widespread use for refrigeration and cooling, heat pumps (HPs) are also becoming mainstream for private
and public building heating. Driving forces are the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the increased
availability of renewable electricity. Nowadays, HPs find use in industry, choosing for low temperature (waste)
heat and cheap (renewable) electricity rather than a combustion system for the production of process heat.
However, temperatures above 150°C still present challenges for HP systems based on a vapour-compression
process, being limited by compressor technology and availability of suitable refrigerants. So-called very high
temperature heat pumps (VHTHPs) based on alternative processes using renewable electricity are an
attractive “green” route to producing ~200 °C steam. This paper describes work aiming at improving the
performance, reliability and efficiency of an industrial Stirling engine-based heat pump system in operation at
a pharmaceutical research facility. It is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 FTI programme, targeting reduced
greenhouse gas emissions, efficient use of energy and increased use of renewable energy resources. In short,
heat output shall increase from 500 kW to 750 kW closer to 200°C rather than 180°C with input heat of ~ 30°C
while efficiency expressed as coefficient of performance (COPHP) increases from 1.4 – 1.5 to 1.8 –1.9. The
approach is to increase the pressure of the (helium) medium, while changes to the hardware would involve
new designs for the internal heat exchanger, regenerator, piston rod seal, piston rings and other seals. CFD
and structural mechanics models were used to simulate existing and future designs for heat exchangers,
regenerator and seals while process dynamics simulations showed the response to, for example, small leaks
and the effect of dissimilar temperature gradients in the heat exchangers or regenerator porosity. The results
show how the existing system could be improved to obtain the enhanced performance aimed at.
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1. Introduction
The first decades of the 21st century have shown transitions and changes towards energy systems that
have a higher efficiency, lower or zero emissions of greenhouse gases and a smaller environmental
footprint in general. In today’s world, the increased availability of electricity from renewable sources
may on one hand be intermittent but on the other hand is more predictable than the pricing levels for
natural gas. Heat pumps (HPs) have a long history with consumer products for refrigeration and air
conditioning and can in principle use a cheap renewable source for both input heat and electricity.
System purchases by users are nonetheless often motivated by an attractive coefficient of performance
(COP). Industry is increasingly implementing HP technology that circumvents the formation of CO2
when producing heat, although reaching sufficiently high temperatures > 150°C may be challenging
(being limited by compressor technology and availability of suitable refrigerants). So-called very high
temperature heat pumps (VHTHPs) [1] based on alternative processes using renewable electricity are
an attractive “green” route to ~200 °C steam.
A Stirling engine-based heat pump is one approach towards higher output temperatures. The so-called
HighLift concept based on this [2] is applied in the milk and dairy products industry and, for the work
1

presented here at AstraZeneca’s R&D centre in Gothenburg Sweden where three units each produce
500 kWth of 1 MPa steam. Figure 1 shows two of the three current heat pumps. More detail on recent
and current performance of the HPs at AstraZeneca is given elsewhere [3]. This paper reports on
several critical design and performance assessments and suggestions for design of the larger HPs,
with respect to output and efficiency on one hand and system reliability on the other.

Figure 1. Two of the three heat pumps currently installed at AstraZeneca’s R&D facility in
Gothenburg, Sweden. Heat is transferred to the heat pump from the heat recovery circuit and steam
is delivered from the heat pumps’ steam generators to the steam distribution system. The third heat
pump is installed on the opposite side of the room.
The approach followed for this was to
1. identify and reduce losses of efficiency, i.e. energy conversion that does not benefit the heat
output of the engine, and
2. apply multi-objective optimization to find optimum design and operation parameters and set
points for apparently conflicting goals.
For 1) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and heat transfer calculations were made using ANSYS
Fluent (v 19.2) while for 2) a commercial modelling tool SAGE is used, in combination with
modelling using Simulink. In order to improve reliability the focus was on the seals that separate the
different media (water, helium, lubrication oil, air) from each other and from the surroundings. By
using improved designs for rate-limiting components, the servicing interval of HighLift HPs shall
increase from the current 4000 h to approximately 8000 h. Structural mechanics simulations using
COMSOL (v 5.4) were used to calculate forces and deformations on seal rings for different dynamic
operational situations, including future modes of operation that would give better energy efficiency.
Clearly, the objectives are strongly intertwined and therefore were conducted in parallel.

2. Optimisation of heat pump efficiency
2.1. Theoretical considerations
A challenge related to the goals of increasing output as well as efficiency, viz. the HighLift concept
and its development, is that it conflicts with the thermodynamics that describes heat engines if the
goals are simplified to having
 a higher temperature at the hot (water) side of the engine and a larger flow of heat carrier (helium)
which can be achieved by raising the pressure of operation, and
 a higher coefficient of performance (COPh), defined as heat output Qout obtained per input of work
(here electricity) W, with energy balance Qout = W + Qin, and COPh = Qout/W.
2

For an ideal, reversible (rev) heat engine the highest theoretical (Carnot) efficiency is defined as
𝐶𝑂𝑃

,

,
,

(1)

,

with higher and lower temperatures of operation TH and TL (expressed in K). This shows that raising
the output heat temperature TH with fixed TL will inevitably result in a lower efficiency, or COPh. For
an engine that heats water from TL ~ 300 K to TH ~ 450 K the theoretical maximum coefficient is
COPCarnot  3. Current operation of the HighLift Stirling HP (500 kW per engine, heating water to
180°C) gives COPh = 1.4 – 1.5: the goal is to raise it to COPh =1.8 – 1.9, while heating water with an
output of 750 kW. A main means of achieving this is a system charge pressure elevation from 5 MPa
(average) to 7.5 MPa (average).
A more general approach of efficiency improvement of real systems involves suppressing
irreversibilities that arise from:
 friction between moving parts
 heat transfer across large temperature differences
 viscous flow friction in fluid flow lines and flow inlet/outlet section
 compression and expansion losses
 material losses as a result of leakage
Reducing friction between moving parts can be achieved by proper design of rigid and flexible parts,
and lubricant oils. Heat transfer is impossible without a temperature difference and a trade-off must
be made (based on costs) between a large area for heat exchange operating with small temperature
difference or vice versa: the first option gives higher losses. Viscous flow losses can be directly
related to pressure drop and obviously a leakage of material at elevated pressure and temperature
implies an obvious loss of energy. The first three items listed will result in a production of entropy at
a rate Ṡgen which can be used to quantify losses as Ẇloss = T°∙ Ṡgen (J/s, Watt). Here, T° is the
temperature of the surroundings, in K (say, 288 K). Fortunately, viscous flow friction results in heat
that is taken up by a flow that is to be heated, which is not at all a full loss for a Stirling engine heat
pump. For heat Q at temperature T produced from work W, the losses equate to W∙(T°/T). A larger
electricity input is needed in order to cover for these losses. See also Bejan (1997) [4] or Szargut et
al. (1989) [5].
to the
With an electrical-to-mechanical energy conversion efficiency ηelec and heat losses 𝑄
surroundings equation (1) can be reworked to
𝐶𝑂𝑃

,

∙

(2)

correcting for input energy not contributing to raising the temperature of the water. Currently electric
~ 30 kW and 𝑄 ~ 300 kW. The assessment for the
power input P ~ 315 kW with ηelec ~ 95%, 𝑄
heat exchange applies to the regenerator as well, while a further source of losses are those related to
real compression and expansion vs. ideal processes – see [5, p. 119].
Combining all this gives with current operation with 300 kW effective power input that 45-50 kW of
this is lost via entropy losses in the heat exchangers, while 55- 65 kW is lost in the regenerator plus
~ 40 kW compression/expansion losses. These add up to ~ 45% of the effective electricity input
which, using the expressions for COPh with heat input 𝑄 being of the order of 300 kW explains the
value COPh = 1.4 – 1.5; more details are given in [3].
For the heat exchangers, a different design that gives small temperature gradients would be beneficial
while for the regenerator the reduction of viscous flow losses is most beneficial.
3

2.2. Improvements to the heat exchanger + regenerator

heat exchanger

Cold side

Regenerator

heat exchanger

Hot side

For the heat exchangers, optimisation variables are the number of tubes, the inner diameter of the
tube, wall thickness, tube length, tube material and pitch. The total length of the heat exchangers and
regenerator are constraints. Optimising (in a coordinated manner) the heat exchangers, shaft speed
and/or phase angle shall increase the efficiency of the system. (Reducing heat losses through welldesigned insulation will also increase efficiency, especially at high temperature; this will also lower
noise levels.) Changes to heat regenerator diameter and the spacing of the tubes (preserving minimal
dead-space between shell and tube heat exchangers) will be tested. Presumably the regenerator
packing density (test range 0.7-0.9) needs to be modified.
CFD simulations using ANSYS Fluent (v 19.2) were made on the double heat exchanger +
regenerator assembly. The computational grid for the imported geometry was created with the use of
ANSYS grid generator as shown in Figure 2.1. A grid (in)dependence analysis was conducted before
the simulation setup. The first step of meshing was defining global mesh setting (physics, meshing
method, contact and connection points’ generation). After that, the local mesh setting was inserted
where quality, sizing, and assembly making properties were defined. Finally, the surface mesh and
inflation were previewed, and the mesh was generated. Hexahedral cells were generated in the
different volume spaces of the heat exchangers (hot heat exchanger, regenerator, cold heat exchanger
and elbow and cup for the inlets), so that the grid can be transformed by the method of layering in
each time step. The quality of mesh was assessed by mesh metric and chart (skewness and orthogonal
quality).

Figure 2. Generated mesh of heat exchangers and regenerator
The ANSYS Fluent double precision solver was used, along with a pressure-based coupling
algorithm. The regenerator was modelled as a porous medium. The thickness of all the walls was set
equal to zero since these would not give a heat transfer resistance while adding much complication
to the calculation mesh. The working fluid of the engine is helium. In the simulations, the equation
of state of the ideal gas was applied. Viscosity is defined by kinetic theory, while the thermal
conductivity is temperature dependent. All the solid parts of the engine are made of stainless steel.
For density and heat capacity, the kinetic theory equation from the software was used.
Heat is absorbed and rejected via the heater and cooler, respectively. Ideally, the temperatures of the
heater and cooler are constant. Consequently, convection between working gas and the inner wall of
the respective heat exchanger was applied. The inlets were selected to be mass flow inlets and while
the outlet is a pressure outlet. A UDF was linked to the model for defining the time-dependent periodic
boundary conditions, programmed in C.
With the helium medium flow changing direction about ten times per second, entering the heat
exchangers average at 500 K (227°C), the temperatures of the water flowing outside the heliumcontaining tubes is taken constant at 180°C and 40 °C for the hot and cold sides, respectively.
Findings correlate with reporting by others [6,7]: heat exchange gives losses resulting from the
temperature differences while the regenerator gives most losses as a result of viscous flow friction.
Examples of calculated results are given in Figures 3 - 5, showing velocity intensity and temperature
profiles.
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Figure 3. CFD simulated results for (cycle averaged) pressure (~5 MPa) velocity (0 – 20 m/s) (left)
and temperature (300-500K) (right) for 500 kW heat output operation
The velocity profile can be divided into various segments. In the first segment, helium gas, which is
flowing in the elbow and cup inlet with an average velocity of 2-5 m/s, starts to accelerate as it moves
through the hot heat exchanger tubes. The velocity profile of the gas inside the regenerator is not
uniform. The cross-sectional area changes rapidly at the connections between heat exchanger tubes
and the regenerator. The regenerator shows three prominent velocity profile sections. The first section
is the interface where the gas exits the hot heat exchanger tubes and enters the regenerator. There is
a sudden drop in the gas velocity at that section. Inside the regenerator, the velocity will be higher in
the porous structure than in other non-porous parts of it. Because of this accelerated velocity, a
pressure gradient occurs within the regenerator.The third section is the end where gas exits the
regenerator and enters the cold heat exchanger tubes. In this section, velocity starts to increase to
approximately average 10 m/s. The velocity change is more significant in case of hot heat exchanger
tubes. Pressure drop arises for a number of reasons such as viscous friction, design of heat exchangers
and the joints where a sudden change in cross-section area or velocity of the gas occurs.
The CFD simulation results (Figure 3) show a non-uniform distribution of gas temperature in the heat
exchangers and regenerator, which strongly affects the heat transfer coefficient. In the heat exchanger
tubes, the temperature of the gas is higher than that of the water surrounding it. Due to this slight
temperature difference, some of the heat is rejected in the hot heat exchanger toward the heater walls.
The temperature of the gas in the cold side of the regenerator is around 340 K while gas temperature
near the hot side of regenerator is about 500 K.

Figure 4. CFD simulated results for (cycle averaged) pressure (~5 MPa) (left) and cross-section of
temperature of regenerator (387-393 K) (right) for 500 kW heat output operation
5

Pressure contours from the CFD simulation (Figure 4, left) shows pressure gradients in the hot heat
exchanger, cold heat exchanger and regenerator when a steady cycle is achieved. Despite its good
heat transfer properties, the porous structure of the regenerator also blocks some of the gas flowing
in the heat exchangers and causes a pressure drop. This can be seen from the variation of pressure in
the figure. In the case with 10 Hz operating frequency, the average pressure drop in the regenerator
is about 10 kPa. In general, the pressure drop inside the heat exchanger tubes and regenerator are
negligible compared to the pressure drop in compression and expansion spaces of the Stirling engine.
The temperature profile inside the regenerator is given as well (Figure 4, right)
Results for the original design of elbow and cup inlet/outlet show that the bend in the elbow creates
turbulence, which causes restricted flow at the inclined point of contact. This could result in avoidable
heat losses. Comparing it with another geometrical design shows that a straight-line inlet for the gas
into the heat exchangers would be preferable over the current curved elbow inlet since it gives a lower
pressure drop. Pressure and velocity distribution are non-uniform inside the regenerator (Figure 5).

Figure 5. CFD simulated results for regenerator (cycle averaged) cross-section for pressure (~7.5
MPa) (left) and velocity (0 – 13 m/s) (right) for 750 kW heat output operation
The regenerator porosity was varied from 0.6 to 0.9 at a constant water temperature of 180 C for the
hot heat exchanger and water temperature of 28 C in the cold heat exchanger, and the effects on the
heat exchanger performance are analyzed. In both cases, it is observed that if regenerator porosity is
increased from 0.6 to 0.8, it leads to higher regenerator effectiveness as well as higher heat transfer.
When the porosity is increased further to 0.9, more heat is lost to the surroundings as the decrease in
hydraulic resistance of the non-uniform flow inside the heater tubes affects the overall heat transfer.
Thus, an overall porosity of between 0.78-0.83 seems optimal considering the gas flow.
The diameter of the wires that are wound and packed to form the regenerator packing material was
found important. The results showed that by reducing the diameter for the same mass flow rate of
gas, there is an increase in gas velocity in the heat exchangers and the regenerator resulting in an
increase in the heat transfer by 25-35%. The heat losses for such cases are reduced.
The effects of increased cycling frequency (10.0 → 12.5 Hz), and/or increased pressure (5 ±1.3 MPa
→ 7.5 ± 1.5 MPa) were found to be beneficial, improving the heat transfer while not affecting pressure
drop very much. Altogether, the findings on the effects of operational and design parameters follow
very well the trends and findings reported in the (scarce) open and relevant literature, such as [6,7].
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2.3. Improvements to the system based on system performance
simulation
Simulation and optimization of the Stirling engine heat pump using Sage software [8] shows that
improvement in both efficiency and output ought to be possible by changing design parameters of the
heat exchangers and the regenerator. Modelling the heat pump system consisting of double acting
piston-cylinders, heat exchangers and regenerators, the optimization could be carried out for the
system as a whole, with the system performance evaluated through the coefficient of performance
(COPh ) and the heat output (𝑄out ). Considered optimization variables were heat exchanger lengths,
tube diameters and number of tubes, as well as regenerator porosities and wire diameters.
Additionally, optimization was performed at different average system pressure levels up to 7.5 MPa,
and with system frequencies between 7 and 12.5 Hz.
Figure 6 shows Pareto fronts of maximizing COPh and 𝑄out at a 5 MPa pressure level and 12.5 Hz
system frequency, given different optimization constraints. As can be seen in Figure 6, the best results
were reached when optimizing the system without restrictions on component lengths and treating hotside heat exchangers (coolers) and cold-side heat exchangers (heaters) separately. However,
differences between results with separate designs for heaters and coolers versus results with equal
heaters and coolers are very small. Changes common to both heaters and coolers combined with
changes in the regenerator can thus be said to give the biggest performance improvements. Since
performance close to optimal can be reached with equal parameters for coolers and heaters, such a
design could for the sake of simplicity be recommended.

Figure 6. Optimal Pareto fronts balancing system efficiency and heat output with different
parameter constraints with 5 MPa charge pressure and 12.5 Hz frequency
The optimizations suggested increasing the number of heat exchanger tubes and decreasing their
diameters. For instance, a design optimized at a 5 MPa pressure level, favouring high efficiency,
could have heat exchangers featuring 2200 tubes with diameters 2.0 mm, and regenerators with
porosities 0.89 and wire diameters 50 µm. The simulations indicate that this type of a design could
increase efficiency and additionally work well at 7.5 MPa pressure levels. However, optimal design
of a specific system would additionally depend on desired operating temperatures and restrictions
regarding component manufacturing.
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3. Increase of heat pump reliability
3.1. Improvements to the system based on system performance
simulation
A model of the Stirling heat pump system was developed using Simulink software in order to study
phenomena occurring in the system. In particular, the issue of emerging pressure imbalances, i.e.,
fluctuating pressure differences between the top and bottom circuits, was studied. Simulations
incorporating different types of gas leakage between the circuits was performed. It was found that a
leakage model imitating so-called pressure reversal leakage in the pistons (i.e. leakage occurring in
the piston rings at the point of the system cycle when the pressures shift from higher in the top circuit
to higher in the bottom circuit and vice versa) could display similar pressure behaviour as the real
system.
The leakage was modelled as a valve opening whenever the pressure difference between the circuits
was sufficiently small, allowing for a small gas flow between the circuits, in both directions. The
pressure imbalance then emerges depending on the system pressure level and frequency, and changes
in the size of the leakage and the time when these changes take place. Figure 7 presents an example
of the behaviour of measured pressure (top figure) and the computational counterpart (bottom figure)
simulated by making small changes in the valve opening at time instants corresponding to pressure
changes in the measured data.
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Figure 7. Measured data featuring increasing pressure differences between top and bottom circuits
(top figure) mimicked with the simulation model by applying small changes in piston gas leakage
(bottom figure)
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Starting at a mean pressure level of 3.25 MPa, the pressure in the top circuit is gradually increasing,
while the pressure in the bottom circuit is decreasing correspondingly. With the leakage modelled as
a gap around the piston, the changes in the gap size giving rise to the pressure behaviour in Figure 7
are of the order 0.1 mm, indicating that the balance between the systems can be quite sensitive in
these conditions.
It is interesting to note that such pressure differences can appear when gas flow through the leakage
is allowed in both directions, with a mathematical model following quite a simple logic. It was also
found that both increases and reductions in the valve opening can lead to increased pressure
differences, indicating complex behaviour already with a simple model. Simulations showed that
built-in bypass gas paths to prevent pressure imbalances would have to be so large that system
efficiency would be affected negatively. Improved piston rings might solve the problem, but without
detailed knowledge of where and how the assumed gas leakage happens, it is difficult to say what
type of piston ring would be required to prevent it.

3.2. Piston rod seal design and performance
The study also involved dynamic modelling of the forces and stresses on the pumping Leningrader
(PL) seal of piston rod using COMSOL Multiphysics software (v 5.4). Historically, pumping
Leningrader (PL) seals were successfully used as rod seals for automotive Stirling engine applications
[9]. The main purpose of the PL seal is to prevent the leakage of high-pressure gas (mainly helium)
from the Stirling engine. Also, it should avoid oil migration to the piston rings area which can cause
a serious problems. For example, oil migration can increase the wear rate of the piston rings [10]. In
addition, oil migration with time could lead to regenerator contamination [11] and clogging, which
leads to a significant reduction in heat transfer and engine performance [12, 13]. Still, a small leakage
is acceptable in most high-pressure Stirling engines using helium [10]. Sometimes, lubricant additives
may form a solid deposit, which may cause wear. In addition, the additives can become very
chemically active especially when the temperature reaches a certain level and may cause further wear
by corrosion [14].

Piston rod

Upper sleeve

Pumping
Leningrader
seal
Lower sleeve

Figure 8 Schematic of the piston rod assembly (dimensions not to scale)
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Figure 8 shows an enlarged detailed drawing of the seal surrounded by the sleeves on the piston
connecting rod. The material of the seal is polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) Teflon. This is a semicrystalline polymer widely used for its very low friction coefﬁcient, but also for its numerous other
advantages such as electrical insulation, high resistivity to corrosion and high thermal stability [15].
The PTFE type used for the seal is Fluteck P7500 CA. It is a filled compound on virgin PTFE
containing 25% carbon coke for ram extrusion, compression and isostatic moulding. This product has
very good properties, including improved thermal dimensional stability, improved creep resistance,
improved compression strength, good cold flow reduction, exceptional temperature resistance, and
excellent wear resistance, excellent resistance to abrasion, improved surface hardness, excellent
chemical stability and good thermal and electrical conductivity [16].
The COMSOL simulation results show that increasing the average system pressure from 5 MPa to
7.5 MPa will have an effect on the total displacement of the seal, on the other stresses and on the oilfilm pressure. Total displacement was not significant as this was increased by only 1.6 µm – see
Figure 9a. Also, the normal stress and lubrication oil film pressure were increased when the total
average system pressure increased while the shear stress decreased. The highest von Mises stress was
11.2 MPa (Figure 9b) and highest Tresca stress was 12.9 MPa (Figure 9c) [17]. Both latter values are
smaller than the maximum tensile strength (13.9 MPa) of the PL seal material, which means that the
material of the PTFE seal type should be capable of taking the highest stress during engine operation
when the pressure will be increased from 5 MPa to 7.5 MPa (average pressure).

b

a

c

Figure 9 (a) Deformation of the seal surface (in m × 10-5) at t = 0.06 s of the cycle time. (b) Calculated
Von Mises stress and (c) Calculated Tresca stress

4. Conclusions
A proven concept is described for a Stirling engine operated as an industrial-scale heat pump (HP),
delivering steam at 180°C at AstraZeneca’s R&D facility in Gothenburg, Sweden. Current activities
are described that involve improving system efficiency and reliability while increasing heat output
from 500 kW to 750 kW, at the same time raising the TRL of the heat pump from level 7 to level 9.
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The starting point for the change is an increase in average pressure from 5 MPa to 7.5 MPa. Heat
output and energy conversion efficiencies are optimised which in theory implies two conflicting
objectives. System simulation using Sage software combined with CFD calculations (ANSYS Fluent)
gives design information on how to modify the heat exchangers and the regenerator. For improved
reliability of the HighLift concept, simulations using Simulink show the possible impacts of HP
system pressure imbalances and possible leakages while structural mechanics simulation using
COMSOL allow for assessment of possible deformation or failure of the piston seal, or oil or helium
leakages via this part. With no significant challenges ahead to be expected, a lot of guiding
information and confidence for the next steps have been obtained, with the larger 750 kW heat pump
currently under construction. A new heat exchanger and regenerator design is used as the main feature
besides minor improvements and adjustments to seals and rings while many other components can
stay the same. The system simulation work showed that much information on the performance
dynamics of the total HP system can be obtained from the vast amount of data that is continuously
collected on-line, motivating an increased emphasis on this while going from one TRL level to the
next. Thus the market for this technology for the production of heat as required in industry can expand
in a world where energy systems are increasingly “de-fuelled” and emissions-free.
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Nomenclature
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
COP Coefficient of performance
HEX Heat exchanger
HP
Heat pump
P
Power, W
PL
Pumping Leningrader
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)
Q
Heat, J
𝑄
Heat rate, W
Ṡ
Entropy rate, W/K
T
Temperature, °C or K
TRL Technology readiness level
UDF User-defined function
VHTHP Very high temperature heat pump
W
Work, J
𝑊
Work rate (power), W
Greek symbols
η
Efficiency, - or %
Subscripts and superscripts
Carnot Carnot
elec Electric
gen
Generated
h
Heat pump
H
Higher (temperature)
L
Lower (temperature)
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rev
°

Reversible
Surroundings conditions
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